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To: Liquor Law Review <liquorlawreview@justice.nsw.gov.au>;

Good Afternoon

I am a long term resident of Sydney (residing in St Peters) whilst my job or business has not been
effected by these draconian laws, I have plenty of friends who have been.
It makes no sense that these laws were introduced in order to stop “violence” yet the most Violent
place in the City the Star Casino has been exempt.
The flow on effect to small business, Hospitality workers, DJ, Musicians etc is unethical, you are
creating more unemployment in this city by trying to pass laws that “protect” people and I use the
term loosely as we all know the Govt has given false figures in order to justify this law. Instead of
coming up with solutions that would be beneficial for the economy such as more public transport
being available in the late hours and more Police presence which creates more jobs while still
keeping our city vibrant and alive and safe. The govt has gone for the knee jerk reaction.
Also with all the spotlights being put into place on the fact the casino is exempt, How all the
Property Developers are moving into Kings cross which is now dead, it does look highly suspicious
that this Govt is only thinking of big business and not of their Constituents. I am sure the voting
public will remember this next election how this Govt single killed all the vibrancy and culture and
replaced with Property Developers and Casino Deals

Regards
Tanya Lanagan
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